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74% of players 
use 4+ websites for research 

36.6 million  
fantasy sports users 

17.89 hours/week 
of sports consumed per user 

8.67 hours/week 
of fantasy consumed per user 

69.4% of players 
favorite fantasy sport is football 



 2010: Launched NFL.com Fantasy; focus on exclusive features 

 2011: Increased available features 

 2012: Introduced new casual games 

 2013: Bring advanced data and more tools to NFL Fantasy users 

Timeline 

 Create even stronger connection between fans and the NFL 

 Use exclusive content, data and stats to increase the fantasy football market 

Background 



 Novice/Newbies 

 User-friendly Interface 

 Quick Decisions 

 Avids/Experts 

 Data Manipulation/Customization 

 Advanced Analytics 

Target Markets 

 Bring advanced data and more tools to NFL Fantasy users 

 Expand the fantasy football market 

The Goal 



 Who should I start? 

 Who should I add? 

 Is this trade fair? 

The Questions 

 Current Season Data – statistics, projections, player ranks, opponent strength 

 Historical Analysis – statistics, player age, game conditions 

 Advanced Logic – team support, statistical balance, injuries, red zone 

The Data 

 Speed 

 Scalability 

 100% Uptime 

Key Considerations 



       CLOUD PLATFORM 

CLOUD 











 I am confident in my team, so I want consistency out of my flex (WR/RB) slot.  

Question 

 Should I start Reggie Bush or Wes Welker? 

Scenario 









 I have quality receivers, so I’m focused on which player gives me a better 

change for big weeks. 

Question 

 Should I trade Reggie Wayne for Marques Colston? 

Scenario 









 Let NFL Fantasy focus on what we know 

 Rely on SAP for data analysis, logic, algorithms, hosting and scaling 

 Convert mountains of data into a user-friendly interface 

 Give users a new, innovative tool exclusive to NFL.com 

 Novice: simple solutions 

 Experts: customized analysis 

 Expand the fantasy football market 

The Benefits of the Partnership 




